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Covid-19 SOP1b – Hand Rub

This is a key infection control measure to prevent the spread of 
Covid-19 in the workplace. 
(Hand sanitiser gel click here)

All reasonable precautions have been taken by PPEnow.ie to verify the information contained in this document. However, the published 
material is being distributed without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. The responsibility for the interpretation and use of 

the material lies with the reader. In no event shall PPEnow.ie be liable for damages arising from its use. 

Process Steps Key Points

1. Apply a palmful of the product* in a cupped 

hand, covering all surfaces

2. Rub hands palm to palm (5 seconds)

3. Right hand palm on top of left hand with 

interlaced fingers (5 seconds)

4. Left hand palm on top of right hand with 

interlaced fingers (5 seconds)

5. Palm to palm with interlaced fingers (5 seconds)

6. Backs of fingers into opposite cupped palm with 

fingers interlocked (5 seconds)

7. Left thumb clasped in right hand and rotate (5 

seconds)

8. Right thumb in left hand and rotate (5 seconds)

9. Rotate tips of fingers of left hand into right palm 

(5 seconds)

10.Rotate tips of fingers of right hand into left palm 

(5 seconds)

11.Once dry, hands are now safe

*apply amount of product as indicated by 

manufacturer on product packaging

Duration of procedure should take a minimum of 45 seconds
Hand rubs have a high alcohol content and are flammable so ensure that hands are completely dry before 
commencing any activity.

Clean your hands by rubbing them with an alcohol-based formulation for routine Hygiene if hands are not 
visibly soiled.  Watch PPEnow video on how to sanitise you hands, click here.
For advice on more specialised clinical areas refer to this document: 
https://www.lenus.ie/bitstream/handle/10147/43701/3916.pdf;jsessionid=234C104E3390550AF29261C61E7
52D65?sequence=1
Posters detailing 6 step technique should be displayed clearly beside hand sanitiser in the workplace.
https://www.hse.ie/eng/about/who/healthwellbeing/infectcont/sth/resources/alcoholhandrubposter.pdf

Hand Rub should be used:
✓ After coughing and sneezing
✓ Before and after eating
✓ Before and after preparing 

food 
✓ If in contact with someone 

who is displaying any COVID-
19 symptoms

✓ Before and after being on 
public transport 

✓ Before and after being in a 
crowd

✓ When arriving and leaving 
the workplace/other sites

✓ Before having a cigarette or 
vaping, 

✓ When hands are dirty, 
✓ After toilet use. 

Hand Rub should be used in a 
clinical setting:
✓ Before touching a patient
✓ Before any clean/aseptic 

procedure
✓ After body fluid exposure 

risk
✓ After touching a patient
✓ After touching patient 

surroundings

(Healthcare providers who are 
required to wear PPE should 
follow guidance in PPE SOP)

✓ Nails should be kept short 
and artificial nails avoided

✓ Take care of your hands by 
regularly using a protective 
hand cream or lotion, at 
least daily.

https://www.ppenow.ie/collections/hand-gel
https://www.ppenow.ie/pages/useful-information
https://www.lenus.ie/bitstream/handle/10147/43701/3916.pdf;jsessionid=234C104E3390550AF29261C61E752D65?sequence=1
https://www.hse.ie/eng/about/who/healthwellbeing/infectcont/sth/resources/alcoholhandrubposter.pdf

